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A circular-arc family F is a collection of arcs on a circle. Such a family is said to be proper 
if no arc is contained within another. The coloring problem on circular-arc families has been 
shown to be NP-hard by Garey, Johnson, Miller and Papadimitriou. However, on proper 
circular-arc families, the coloring problem was shown to be solvable originally in O(n*logn) time 
by Orlin et al. and later, in O(nl.slogn) time by Teng and Tucker. Their approach is to 
transform the (q-colorability) problem of testing whether G is q-colorable into a shortest path 
problem and, then, to apply binary search to solve logn q-colorability problems. In this note we 
show that Teng and Tucker’s algorithm can be implemented to run in O(n’.‘) time overall using 
an interesting relationship between the time it takes to solve a q-colorability problem and the 
range of possible q to be searched for. 
A circular-arc family F is a collection of arcs on a circle. An arc family is said 
to be proper if no arc is contained within another. A graph G is a (proper) circular- 
arc graph if there is a (proper) circular-arc family F and a one-to-one mapping of 
the vertices of G and the arcs in F such that two vertices in G are adjacent if and 
only if their corresponding arcs in F overlap. Circular-arc graphs have applications 
in compiler design and traffic light sequencing. Various characterization and op- 
timization problems on circular-arc graphs have been studied 121. The coloring 
problem on circular-arc graphs has been shown to be NP-hard by Garey et al. [l]. 
However, on proper circular-arc graphs, this problem was shown to be solvable in 
O(n210gn) time by Orlin et al. [3] given the arc representation. Their approach is 
to transform the (q-colorabili?y) problem of testing whether G is q-colorable into 
a shortest path problem, which can be solved in O(n2) time and then to apply 
binary search to solve only logn q-colorability problems. Later, Teng and Tucker 
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[4] improved their q-colorability algorithm to run in O(n’.‘) time and obtained an 
0(n’~510gn)-coloring al orithm. In this note, we show that Teng and Tucker’s 
algorithm can be implemented to run in O(n’.‘) time overall using an interesting 
relationship between the time it takes to solve a q-colorability problem and the range 
of possible q to be searched for. 
Throughout his section we assume that G is a proper circular-arc graph with n 
vertices. Assume that the endpoints of all arcs are distinct and sorted in the 
clockwise direction starting with a chosen initial arc. Each arc has two endpoints. 
Define the counterclockwise endpoints of an arc ai to be the first endpoint en- 
countered in counterclockwise traversal from any interior point of ai. For each arc 
ai, define the set Si of arcs (including ai)lt each of which contains the 
counterclockwise endpoint of ai, to be the overlapping set associated with aP Let s 
be maxI sisn { jSil} and y(G) be the minimum number of colors needed to color 
the graph G. We shall use the following two results of [4,5]. The reader is referred 
to these two papers for detailed proofs. 
Theorem 1 (Teng and Tucker [4]). For any integer q< n, the q-colorabilityl;roblem 
can be solved in min{ q, n/q} - n time. 
In Teng and Tucker’s algorithm [4], [61 is a threshold for the quantity q and 
each q-colorability problem can be solved in at most 0(n**5) time. Furthermore, 
when q is not close to Lfi J , the q-colorability problem can be solved more efficient- 
ly. This observation together with the range estimates of the next theorem constitute 
the basis for our approach. 
Theorem 2 (Tucker [S]). y(G)ss+ [(s- 1)/k], where k= Ln/sj. Furthermore, if 
nzs*, then yes+ 1. 
Tucker [5] showed that, ifs divides n, then the greedy algorithm can optimally 
color G using s colors. If n is not a multiple of s (let the residue r be 
n -s. Ln/sJ = n -Sk), then deleting r arcs from G allows one to color the remaining 
sk arcs using s colors. One way to select hese r arcs is to take k independent arcs 
(and assign one new color to them) at a time. These would guarantee that G can 
be colored by s+ [r/k1 SS+ r(s- 1)/k] colors. We shall make use of this theorem 
to reduce the range of possible q. 
Lemma 3. Assume s E [a, b] and a1 rfil. Then y(G) E [s, s + (b*/(n - b) + 1)] and 
it takes at most O(n*/a) time to test if G is q-colorable for any qzs. 
Proof. Because qzsr az r&l, by Theorem 1, the running time of the q- 
colorability algorithm by Teng and Tucker [4] is at most 0(n2/q), which is bound- 
ed by O(n*/a). The quantity [(s- l)/kl is bounded by s*/(n -s) + 1. Now, it is 
easy to verify that, since b ZS, we have s*/(n -s) I b */(n - b). Cl 
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We shall make use of Lemma 3 to determine some strategical i and & such that 
the union of intervals [al, b,], [a2, b2J, . . . . [a&, bk ] is the interval [0, n], where k is a 
function of n and that, if s falls within any [ai,&], the total running time can be 
bounded by 0(n’a5) using Lemma 3. We need the following notations. Let log(‘)n 
be logn and for i> 1, let log(‘)n be log(log(‘-‘)n). Thus, log(‘)n is the result of 
taking the log function iteratively i times on n. Define log* n to be the least integer 
i such that log(‘)n= 1. The intervals for s are divided as follows: 
(1) r\l;;. log nl<ss n. Then for each q zs, the q-colorability problem can be 
solved in O(n 1.5/lag n) time. Since we need to test at most log n q-colorability prob- 
lems, y(G) can be found in O(n’.‘) time. 
(2) Oss< rfil. Then, by Theorem 2, y(G)cs+ 1 and we only need to test two 
q-colorability problems for q = s, s + 1. Hence, y(G) can be found in O(FZ’.~) time. 
(3) rfilss= r& - lognl. Denote log*n by d. Then s must be in one of the 
following d- 1 intervals: [r&- log(d?nl, r&i- log(d-i)nl], I$&- log(d-l)nl, 
ph. log(wq], . . . . [pi. log@nj, r\/;;- lognl]. We use the next corollary to 
determine the search range for each interval [ rfi - logti+ r) PZ~, rfi - log(‘) n1 J. 
Corollary 4. rf s E [rds - iOgfi+ l) nl, r&h log@)nl], 1 lied, then ME [s,s+ 
2(log”’ n)*] .
Proof. By Lemma 3, the search range for y(G) is 
(f-6 iog(ibq)* 
s n - pi. iog(ihl + 1 ( (fi ’ l”g’i’n + ‘j2 + 1 < 2(log(i) n)2 - n-Il;;.log(‘)n - . q 
Within each interval, the search range is 2(log”‘n)’ for i<d. Hence the number 
of q-colorability problems to be solved (based on binary search) is bounded by 
2 log@+ ‘)n + 1. The time it takes to solve each q-colorability problem is bounded by 
O@?/(fi .log@+ l’n)) = o(n’+log(‘+ I) n). Hence, the total running time is bounded 
by O(n’.‘). 
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